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This area was studied 
for a long period

A PhD was finished  
(Jacob Kidmose)
”Groundwater-Surface water 
intereaction: from catchment to 
interfaces at lakes and streams”
(2010)

The results of his Thesis 
are the starting point of 
the FEFLOW model



The MODFLOW model presents a good aproximation to the general 
functioning of the most surficial aquifer
Groundwater flow East to West
Interaction between the lake and the groundwater
The transport propertites of the aquifer were not explored



Most of the recharge simulated to take place off-shore, while normally 
seen near the lake shore because:
◦ Little seepage/recharge near lake shore
◦ High (negative gradients) off-shore near threshold between shallow and 

deep basin
◦ Impact of the geological changes
◦ Generation of a “lake-water plume”

Deep basin

Shallow basin



Questions:
How are affecting the irregularities in the lake bottom to the interaction 
between lake and aquifer?
Relation with another lower aquifer?
Flow beneath the lake?
Properties associated to the trasport as dispersivity or difussion
How far can be detected the lake water in the aquifer (contamination)?
Solution: a more detailed 2D model calibrated with the isotopic information



The initial data were obtained from 
the previous 3D MODFLOW model
Rain and irrigation
Aquifer properties 
Infiltration from the lake

to the aquifer

These where considered 
as fixed due to they
were based on more 
reliable data



Boundary conditions



Data for calibration
◦ Isotopic signature of a borehole
◦ Big diferences between 

groundwater and recharge water 
vs lake water

-8,2

-8,2

-3,5



Calibration with PEST
Uncertainties

Properties of the materials for 
transport
Flow beneath the lake
Relation with the lower        
aquifer

Results
◦ In progress…



Geometry
It is possible a perfect adjustment without ”steps”
Specially useful when the geometry plays an important role (as this case)



Refinement of the grid
Possibility refine in exact areas and irregular shapes
Reduction of the numerical dispersion



Steady-state transport

Possibility of working 
directly in 2-D sections

Long time experience 
in working with the 
unsaturated zone 



Input: Geometry file linked to the properties   
Advantage: Facility for changing properties
Problem: Sometimes is a bit tricky write the geometry file



One software-one interface
• Problem: Less variety in the way of working
• Advantage:There are utilities more advanced (specially in the 

visualization of the results)

Particle tracking

Isolines



Line sections and concentration, head, velocity…



Water budget



Calibration

◦ FEFLOW has an interface for calibrating but only with the 
heads (also as is into the software, it is not updated so easily
as when you use a calibrating software directly)

◦ For calibrating others parameters as this case (concentration) 
it was necessary to run PEST out of the interface

◦ The adaption to use PEST in FEFLOW has less information 
(than for MODFLOW) and not very detailed

◦ The ASCII file of FEFLOW is only one file (instead of different 
modules as MODFLOW ) and the way of showing the cells is 
different (finite elements model)



FEFLOW presents certain advantages that can be really 
useful in some cases (flexibility for geometry, refinement of 
the grid, steady-state transport)

There is only one interface that limits the ways of working 
with FEFLOW. At the same time this makes stronger the tools 
for analyzing the results

Calibration was more difficult compared with other software

In my experience using FEFLOW, it is the same than others 
modeling software (after the first month of trial and error 
you can start to work)

I missed specially a  better manual for getting started and 
with extended explanations for true users


